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Overview 
 

Thank you for purchasing your Innovasea real-time monitoring system! This manual provides 
information on the setup and maintenance of your environmental monitoring equipment. 
This solution can measure an array of environmental parameters in real-time. It can hold up 
to 60 different sensors on a single farm, allowing data-driven ocean farming and informed 
decision making. 
 
With your new real-time monitoring system, wireless underwater sensors communicate 
acoustically to a central hydrophone that connects to the surface aquaHub. Data travels 
from the aquaHub directly to the cloud, which allows you to see your data in real-time, 
directly on the aquaCurrent dashboard. This dashboard can be accessed from anywhere in 
the world on a desktop computer or handheld device. 
We are always looking for ways to improve – if something is unclear or if there is any missing 
information, we appreciate your feedback. 

Contact Information 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Canada Office 
Address: 20 Angus Morton Drive, Bedford, Nova Scotia, B4B0L9 
Email: support-intelligence@innovasea.com  
Phone: +1 902 450 1700 
Fax: +1 902 450 1704 
Website: www.innovasea.com 

 

Norway Office 
Address: Mind Allé 35, 5068 Bergen, Norway 
Email: support@innovasea.com 
Phone: +47 56 12 34 50 
Website: www.innovasea.com 

 
Chile Office 
Address: Puerto Varas, Santa Rosa #560 Office 22, Llanquihue, M2J8+GH 
Email:  soporte.chile@innovasea.com   
Phone:  +56 9 7935 4514   
Website:  www.innovasea.com 

http://www.innovasea.com/
http://www.innovasea.com/
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Hardware 
 
The aquaMeasure sensor offerings are continuously expanding as our team works to support new 
parameters. If there is a parameter you are interested in measuring and you do not see it on our list, 
please contact us. 
 

aquaHub + Receiver 
 The aquaHub and receiver are the central pieces of equipment that allow data acquisition in real-
time. The underwater receiver is a hydrophone which detects the acoustic transmissions from the 
aquaMeasure sensors distributed across the farm. It is recommended to deploy the aquaHub and 
receiver in a centralized location to maximize the range at which you can place sensors on the farm. 
An aquaMeasure sensor can be deployed as far as 500m from the receiver. The receiver is cabled to 
the aquaHub, the surface box which allows for data to be sent to the cloud. The aquaHub can be 
configured for Wi-Fi, Cell or Iridium communication depending on the infrastructure available on 
site. The aquaHub can be charged with AC power on site or connected to a solar panel to keep the 
battery charged. Without power, the internal battery can last up to 6 days. The aquHub can be 
outfitted to be compatible with an AirMar weather station, AquaDopp current profiler and other 
cabled sensors for single pen monitoring.  
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aquaHub II 
 

The aquaHub II is the latest version of the aquaHub. The aquaHubcan be configured for Wi-Fi, 
cell or iridium communication depending on the infrastructure available on site. The aquaHub 
can be charged with AC power on site or connected to a solar power to keep the battery 
charged. Without power, the internal battery can last up to 6 days. The aquHub can be 
outfitted to be compatible with an AirMar weather station, AquaDopp current profiler and 
other cabled sensors for single pen monitoring. 
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aquaMeasure Sensors 
 
Dissolved Oxygen 
 

DO measurements are paramount in optimizing feeding and maintaining healthy 
fish. It is the only critical environmental variable that exhibits constant dynamic 
fluctuations. This dynamic nature is caused by several factors including the 
solubility of oxygen in water, the respiration rate of the fish in the pen and the 
rate at which oxygen diffuses into water from the atmosphere. The amount of 
oxygen a body of water can hold is limited by the solubility of oxygen in water. 
This combined with occasional rapid oxygen-use when fish are feeding or 
stressed and the slow replenishment of oxygen into water from the atmosphere 
explains why dissolved oxygen levels can change so quickly. It is extremely 
important to have up-to date information on oxygen levels to determine how 
often to feed and how much. Getting this data in real-time allows farmers to 
maximize their feeding windows and limit excess waste that  
can lead to eutrophication of the ecosystem. The dissolved oxygen sensor uses 
an optical technique to derive the amount of oxygen in  
water. The sensor fore optics include a LED that emits blue light. The blue light excites a 
fluorescence response in a special foil that has direct contact with the water. The 
fluorescence response changes with the amount of dissolved oxygen contained in that 
water. This calibrated measurement along with water temperature, measured with an 
embedded thermistor, allows us to calculate the % saturation of seawater. The addition of 
salinity data, either hardcoded or measured in real time with an aquaMeasure SAL sensor 
provides the ability to calculate oxygen in mg/l. 
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Salinity 
 

Understanding the hydrology at your site will help you to understand both the 
seasonal and annual variability in salinity that can occur and impact fish. Fish 
species have different salinity tolerance ranges both between species and 
within a single species depending on the age and size of the fish. Stratification 
of the water column can occur following intense rain or flooding events, 
resulting in less saline conditions, particularly at the surface. Freshwater is less 
dense than saltwater and during this stratification, measurements can be 
misleading depending on where in the water column the salinity 
measurement is taken from. The use of freshwater as a natural remedy to 
combat sea lice is a common practice on many aquaculture farms. A real time 
salinity sensor can monitor freshwater inputs to ensure saline levels are below 
that which are required to remove sea lice. Understanding changing salinity 
levels will allow farmers to ensure fish can tolerate the environment, while 
being able to remove sea lice naturally and efficiently. The ability of water to 
conduct an electrical current is proportional to the concentration of ions in the 
water. This phenomenon allows a conductivity sensor to be used to calculate 
the salinity of  
the water. Our salinity sensor utilizes an inductive conductivity cell to generate and measure 
the strength of the electric current induced around the cell. Saltier water conducts more 
current than fresh water. This measurement along with water temperature, derived from 
an embedded thermistor, allows us to calculate the salinity of seawater measure in PSU 
(practical salinity units).  
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Turbidity 
 

Turbidity is measurement of the clarity of aquatic environments, it is used as a 
key measurement when testing water quality in a certain area. Any natural 
body of water will contain some suspended material, whether its plankton, 
sediments, runoff or algal growth. The size and concentration of these 
particles will determine the turbidity of the water. Turbidity is an important 
metric in aquaculture farming – fish health can decrease rapidly in poor water 
quality. The turbidity sensor is a Turner Designs Cyclops 7F submersible sensor 
and it functions by emitting an infrared light into the water column and 
determines the particle density based on how much light is reflected. If the 
water is clear, light will continue to travel away from the sensor and does not 
return to the detector. Unlike the chlorophyll or blue green algae sensors, the 
turbidity sensor is not targeting specific particles, it is a generalized 
measurement based on light used as a proxy for water clarity and quality. It is 
measured in Nephelometric Turbidity Units (NTU) which refers to the 
nephelometer sensor which measures the scattered light. The turbidity sensor 
can be programmed to three different gain settings depending on the range of 
concentrations present in the area. If measuring very small concentrations 
(less than 15 NTU) than the x100 gain should be used. If measuring very large 
concentrations, then the x1 gain will allow measurements up to 1500 NTU. The middle 
range is captured by the x10 gain, which allows for measurements between 0 and 150 
NTU. In aquaculture settings our default is to use the x100 gain to capture the relatively 
small changes in turbidity that farms experience. This sensor can be used in conjunction 
with other environmental sensors to detect changes in water quality over time. On its own 
it cannot indicate algal blooms or harmful water quality but notifies farmers of a changing 
environment so they can make educated decisions. 
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Chlorophyll 
 
Chlorophyll is a fluorescent pigment found in phytoplankton that is a key 
component to the photosynthesis process. Measuring the concentration of 
chlorophyll allows for a better understanding of the composition and health of 
the environment. The concentration of chlorophyll is a direct measure of the 
concentration of phytoplankton in the area. The changes in chlorophyll 
concentration can indicate nutrient enrichment and harmful algal blooms that can 
have devastating impacts on fish mortality. Certain types of chlorophyll have rigid 
spines which causes them to get stuck in the gills of fish. This irritates the gills and 
can be fatal if present in large enough concentrations. It is very important to 
characterize the environment fish are living in to determine the suitability of the 
area and to allow for maximum fish health. There are two kinds of chlorophyll 
sensors that target different environments based on the algal composition. The 
chlorophyll blue excitation sensor emits a light at 465 nm (blue) range and detects 
the light emitted by the sample in the 696nm (red) range. The chlorophyll red 
excitation sensor emits a light less than or equal to 635nm and detects the light 
emitted by the sample above 695 nm range. The intensity of the response 
provides an estimate of the concentration of algae in the water. While blue 
excitation is recommended for most applications, red excitation sensor has the advantage 
in some environments because dissolved organic matter doesn’t absorb red excitation 
energy and fluorescence detection is therefore free from interference errors caused by 
DOM. In an environment that is rich in dissolved organic matter and blue green algae, the 
red excitation sensor would provide more accurate data. This explains why it’s important 
to understand the typical make-up of the environment you’re sampling to have a better 
idea of which sensors will provide the most valuable information. The chlorophyll sensors 
are Turner Designs Cyclops 7F submersible sensors and they can be programmed to three 
different gain settings depending on the range of concentrations present in the area. Both 
chlorophyll red and blue excitation sensors can measure a range from 0 to 500 μg/L. If 
measuring very small concentrations (less than 5 μg/L) than the x100 gain should be used. 
If measuring very large concentrations, then the x1 gain will allow measurements up to 
500 μg/L. The middle range is captured by the x10 gain, which allows for measurements 
between 0 and 50 ppb, this is the standard setting for both chlorophyll sensors. On their 
own, these sensors cannot indicate blooms but should be used as a method to 
characterize a changing environment, to assist farmers in knowing when major changes 
are occurring that they would not be able to catch otherwise. 
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BG Algae 
 

Blue-green algae is also known as cyanobacteria and is a type of 
phytoplankton found in almost every aquatic habitat. BG algae produces 
cyanotoxins and under the correct conditions, can form algal blooms. These 
blooms can be harmful not only due to toxicity but in large quantities they 
can use up available oxygen during their respiration process, which occurs 
every night as part of their daily cycle. BG algae sensors allow you to monitor 
the relative concentrations of these organisms over time. The use of this 
sensor in conjunction with other environmental sensors such as turbidity and 
chlorophyll sensors can assist you in determining the potential threat of an 
imminent bloom. The sensor is a Turner Designs Cyclops 7F submersible 
sensor and there are two kinds of BG Algae sensors that target different 
fluorescent pigments depending on the environment you are sampling. The 
phycocyanin sensor is used in freshwater environments and the 
phycoerythrin sensor is used in marine environments. The phycocyanin 
sensor emits a light at 590 nm and looks for a fluorescence response at 
anything greater or equal to 645 nm. The phycoerythrin sensor emits a light 
between 515 and 547 nm and looks for a fluorescence response at anything 
greater or equal to 590 nm. The intensity of the response provides an estimate of the 
concentration of cyanobacteria in the water. The blue-green algae sensors can be 
programmed to three different gain settings depending on the range of concentrations 
present in the area. The phycocyanin sensor can measure a range from 0 to 4500 ppb. If 
measuring very small concentrations (less than 45 ppb) than the x100 gain should be used. 
If measuring very large concentrations, then the x1 gain will allow measurements up to 
4500 ppb. The middle range is captured by the x10 gain, which allows for measurements 
between 0 and 450 ppb, this is the standard setting for the aquaMeasure-BG (freshwater). 
The phycoerythrin sensor can measure a range from 0 to 750 ppb. If measuring very small 
concentrations (less than 7.5 ppb) than the x100 gain should be used. If measuring very 
large concentrations, then the x1 gain will allow measurements up to 750 ppb. The middle 
range is captured by the x10 gain, which allows for measurements between 0 and 75 ppb. 
The standard setting for the aquaMeasure-BG (marine) is the x100 gain setting. On their 
own, these sensors cannot indicate blooms but should be used as a method to 
characterize a changing environment, to assist farmers in knowing when major changes 
are occurring that they would not be able to catch otherwise.  
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CDOM/FDOM 
 

Fluorescent dissolved organic matter (FDOM) is the subset of colored or 
chromophoric dissolved organic matter (CDOM) that is measurable. This 
measurement can be used as a proxy for the concentration of dissolved organic 
matter present in an area. Dissolved organic matter is integral to aquatic 
ecosystems as a major energy source but it can also be harmful as it degrades 
and produces volatile compounds. It’s important to be able to characterize the 
environment with how much organic matter exists and how it fluctuates over 
time. Typically, coastal waters contain higher concentrations of CDOM due to 
nearby human activities such as agriculture, effluent discharge and wetland 
drainage but there is some natural cycling that effects the variation of 
concentration of CDOM in an area. High concentrations of CDOM impact water 
clarity and can often be seen from space by distinctive brown or yellow water 
coloring. The CDOM sensor emits a light at 325 nm and looks for a fluorescence 
response at 470 nm. The intensity of the response provides an estimate of the 
concentration of dissolved organic matter in the water. The CDOM/FDOM 
sensor is a Turner Designs Cyclops 7F submersible sensor and it can measure a 
range from 0 to 1500 ppb. If measuring very small concentrations (less than 15 
ppb) than the x100 gain should be used. If measuring very large concentrations, then the 
x1 gain will allow measurements up to 1500 ppb. The middle range is captured by the x10 
gain, which allows for measurements between 0 and 150 ppb, this is the standard setting 
for the sensor. This sensor can indicate when waters are experiencing a higher nutrient 
load which is an important factor when predicting potentially harmful algal blooms.  
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AquaDopp Profiler 
 

The AquaDopp Profiler is a highly versatile acoustic doppler current profiler (ADCP), 
available in four profiling range options from <1 m to >85 m. Designed for simple yet 
powerful operation, this current profiler is packed with features used by engineers and 
researchers to enable accurate and effective hydrodynamic data collection in a variety of 
environmental conditions. The spec sheet is available for the AquaDopp in Appendix B. 

 
Airmar Weather Station 

 
The Airmar 200X weather station is a durable and compact sensor that measures apparent 
wind speed, angle, barometric pressure, air temperature, relative humidity, calculated 
dew point, heat index and wind chill temperature. The unit is UV stabilized and its 
compact housing is fully waterproof and resistant to chemicals and sunlight. Having up-to-
date weather information can be a very important safety feature on an aquaculture site 
and allows you to monitor when conditions may be unsafe. The spec sheet for the Airmar 
Weather Station is available in Appendix B. 
 

Stark Solar Panel  
 

The Stark ISM-20 solar panel is an industrial solar module with high efficiency crystalline solar 
cells. It offers a high charge current at a voltage suitable for warm and cold weather conditions. 
The panel has a strong aluminum frame and a waterproof tempered solar glass surface making it 
very durable in extreme weather conditions. The spec sheet for the Stark Solar Panel is available in 
Appendix B.    
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Installing your system 
 

Pre-Deployment Test 
 

Before you deploy your system in the field, we recommend an in-house testing procedure 
to ensure everything is working correctly. Please ensure you have access to aquaCurrent 
before beginning this process. You should have received an email with login credentials to 
access your dashboard. If you have not received this information, please contact 
Innovasea support. 
 
1. Connect the aquaHub to a power source using the AC power supply (if you will be 

using a solar panel – this test can be done while the hub is running on its internal 
battery and the solar panel does not have to be plugged in). 

2. Plug in the power connector on the interior of the aquaHub. 
3. Configure the aquaHub for Cell orWi-Fi using the aquaHub application available for 

download on both IOS and Android devices. Please see section 3.3 for a detailed 
explanation of this procedure. 

4. Plug the hydrophone into the receiver port on the aquaHub. 
5. If using an Airmar 200X weather station, plug it into the “Auxiliary Port”; it will require 

an accurate GPS lock to function properly, so do this outside. 
6. Check your aquaCurrent dashboard to see if the hub tile is green and both the hub 

and receiver are transmitting data. Details on how to view this information are 
available in section 3.1. 

7. On all aquaMeasure sensors – open by twisting the head to access the battery 
connectors. Each aquaMeasure comes with a new 1.5V battery. Connect the two 
white connectors to turn the sensors on and verify the sensor is poweredby seeing if 
the LED is active. If you have weight collars for your sensors, you can attach them to 
the sensors using an Allen Key. Apply a layer of electrical tape between the sensor and 
the weight collar to protect the sensor surface. *important-make sure the weight 
collar is mounted down on the lower half of the case, and do not over tighten the 
attachment screws. 

8. Arrange all aquaMeasure sensors around the hydrophone so the ceramic head is as close 
to the receiver ceramic as possible. 

9. Check the dashboard to see if the sensors are calling in and data is transmitting. It can 
take several call-in’s to transmit all data, so allow the system at least ½ an hour before 
commencing any troubleshooting. 

mailto:support@innovasea.com
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We recommend leaving the system overnight and check the data once testing is complete. 
This allows you to get a sense of how the system works and will diminish the likelihood of 
any system errors when deploying in the field. 
 

Hub and Receiver Mounting 
 

When you are ready to deploy your system in the field, the first step 
is to mount the hub and receiver on a central part of your site.  

1) Determine mounting location for hub. 
a) Choose sturdy infrastructure in a central part of your site. 
b) Avoid mounting in a metal enclosure, the antenna cannot be blocked by 

metal.  
c) The hub requires external power, either AC or solar. The AC power 

supply cable length is 8ft.  
d) Ensure the hub is mounted in a location with strongWi-FiWi-Fi or cellular signal.  
2) Mount the hub using the method that is most suitable for the chosen location. 
a) Straps  
b) Various U-Bolt Sizes  
c) Buoy integration - Buoy integration is only available at point of sale. Please contact us to 

discuss this option.  
3) *Important* When deploying a receiver, you must ensure the receiver cable has a mechanical 

strain relief in place.  Using commercial grade rope tie the rope off at the surface and the 
receiver cable should have a service loop near the receiver.  

a) Deploy receiver as deep as possible in an area that has a line of sight to the sensors but avoids 
being struck by equipment or debris.  

4) If applicable, mount the external AC power supply vertically with the cables pointing 
downwards. Do not over tighten when attaching AC power supply. 

5) Power up aquaHub and check aquaCurrent to ensure the hub and receiver are calling in and 
the charging status of the hub. AquaHub and receiver mounting should be completed by at 
least two people to avoid any potential issues when deploying.  
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Weather Station Mounting  
 

It is possible to integrate the Airmar 200X weather station into the real-time monitoring 
system. This integration is through the auxiliary port on the aquaHub. Mount the weather 
station in an open space, clear of any obstacles. If deploying on an aquaculture farm, 
mount the sensor above the birdcage netting. Older weather station models (110WX) do 
not have an internal compass. These weather stations must be deployed in the correct 
orientation with the notch pointing to true north. For more details on deployment of the 
Airmar, see Appendix A for the sensor manual. 
 

AquaDopp Profiler Deployment 
 

The AquaDopp 400 KHz is an additional cabled sensor that integrates into your real-time 
monitoring system via the aquaHub. There are several mounting methods available 
depending on the data requirements. The deployment method is limited by cable length 
to the aquaHub and the aquaHub must have the additional port to connect the profiler 
cable. For more details on the AquaDopp profiler, see Appendix A for the sensor manual. 
 

Wi-Fi Extender 
 

An optional Wi-Fi extender (may not be the same as pictured below) may be required if your 
Hub is not mounted close enough to your Wi-Fi 
router, or if the hub is not receiving adequate WiFi 
signal strength. The antenna should be mounted 
within 50 feet of your site router with a clear line 
of sight to the Hub. Ensure the Hub is calling in 
before fully securing the antenna in its position. If 
using aWi-Fi extender provided by Innovasea it will 
be preprogrammed with aWi-Fi access point (SSID) 
and Password (WiFi SSID: RealfishPro Password: 
aquaculture). Please contact the Innovasea success 
team if install your ownWi-Fi extender.  
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Sensor Deployment 
 

Deployment of aquaMeasure sensors is done individually or as part of a profile line, all 
require weight collars to ensure the sensor is negatively buoyant. For ease of deployment, 
use a single weight collar on a profile line of multiple sensors either by attaching it directly 
to the sensor at the bottom of the profile line or as an independent weight. 
 

1. Be sure to plug in the aquaMeasure battery, inspect the O-rings for dirt or scratches and 
ensure that the sensor is twisted shut. 

2. Check for the LED heartbeat to confirm that the sensor is on and transmitting. 
3. Attach the weight collar to the sensor to achieve the appropriate weighting. 
4. Attach the sensor securely to the nmooring line. 
5. Record the sensor serial number as well as locationor preferred name of the sensor and 

send to Innovasea support to show locations on the aquaCurrent dashboard. 
6. Lower the sensor to the desired depth and tie-off to secure. 

 

 
Please keep the following things in mind when deploying sensors: 

1. Do not deploy sensors against any kind of netting or underwater feature that can affect 
sensor measurements. 

2. It is necessary to retrieve sensors for cleaning, firmware updates and battery changes, so 
deploy the sensors in a way that makes them easily retrievable – we recommend using a 
clothesline method. 

3. Sensors require a direct line of sight to the underwater receiver for optimal transmission 
  

⚠ 
Attention. If attaching dissolved oxygen sensors to profile lines – ensure the oxygen patch is 

facing away from the line so the sensor measures accurate DO levels! 
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Logger Deployments 

 
All aquaMeasure sensors can act as logger-only units, or you may enable logging in 
addition to the acoustic transmissions. This allows passive data collection without the 
aquaHub infrastructure. Logger only units have extended battery life, can deploy 
anywhere with no   range restrictions, but you must retrieve them to access the logged 
data. As a logger   customer, you have access to the sensors’ configuration to adjust the 
logging intervals to suit the needs of the project. If you are a real-time user, you may use 
logging as a backup method to retrieve data from any potential blackout periods, as the 
data stores directly on the sensor. Please see section 3.2 for details on changing sensor 
configurations. 
When deploying a logger unit – be sure to have the aquaMeasure application open and 
connect to the sensor via Bluetooth. This allows you to set the units’ time to ensure 
accurate data collection. When you connect to the sensor, there is a “start” button to 
retrieve diagnostics for the sensor. This ensures everything is measuring correctly prior to 
deployment. Once you retrieve the sensors, use the aquaMeasure application to 
download the data. 
 
Sensors need to be within Bluetooth range to connect and recover data. For details 
regarding this offloading process please see section 3.2. 

 
 
 
  

⚠ 
When doing multiple deployments, ensure you are recording all necessary metadata to manage 

data analysis post-deployment (GPS location, time in water, site name etc.). 

⚠ 
Attention.  Prior to deploying a logging sensor, you must connect to it through the aquaMeasure 

app using BLE and SET TIME, if neglected the sensor will record erroneous time stamps. 
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Software 
 

All software applications can be accessed if you have a user account. If you do not have login 
information, please contact Innovasea support to get your account set-up. Users will use the 
same login across all software applications. An individual user will have access to any sites they 
have permission to use. This is determined by whoever purchased the equipment and set up 
the site.  
 
There are two kinds of user roles, regular users and equipment managers. The difference in 
these users is that equipment managers have more configuration options in the aquaMeasure 
application. As an equipment manager, you have access to sensor configurations and sensor 
recalibrations. If you would like to upgrade your account to an equipment manager, please 
contact Innovasea support. 
 
All our software applications are available through the Appstore and Google Play Store. Links 
to access these applications are below.  

 
aquaCurrent 
Desktop Website  
Apple App Store  
Google Play Store  
 
aquaMeasure 
Desktop Website  
Apple App Store 
Google Play Store  
aquaHub 
Apple App Store  
Google Play Store  
 
  

https://current.rtaqua.com/
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/aquacurrent/id1248292085
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.rtaqua.aquaCurrent&hl=en_CA
https://aquameasure.innovasea.io/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.rtaqua.aquameasure&hl=en_CA
https://apps.apple.com/ca/app/aquahub/id1260970932
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.rtaqua.aquahub&hl=en_CA
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aquaCurrent 
 

aquaCurrent is the primary software tool used to view, analyze and process 
the incoming data from your real-time monitoring system. Using your login 
information, access your aquaCurrent dashboard via a desktop computer or 
the aquaCurrent app available for both iPhone and Android. The home screen 
is where you view all systems you have access to. A single system consists of a 
group of sensors that communicate to a single aquaHub and receiver. As a 
logger customer, you may elect to have each profile line as a separate site to 
organize your data. You can access each individual site from this main screen. 
 
The map screen shows the geographic location of your site. The hub has a 
GPS antenna used to acquire the coordinates. Click on each map icon to 
display that site’s dashboard. 
 
The sites tab is a quick-scroll method to see a complete list of your sites. 
Clicking on an individual site brings you to that site’s specific dashboard. 
 
The reports page allows you to generate daily, weekly, or monthly reports of 
statistics, minimum, maximum and mean DO levels, as well as box plots per 
individual pen to observe the variance in DO measurements over a specified 
time. Reports will remain here for 90 days, but you may copy and save the 
link for future analysis. 
 
The download page is a tool for accessing both real-time and logged data collected by 
your system. This allows you to export the data into a .CSV, JSON or FishTalk format, to do 
analyses that are more complex. 
 
The charts page allows you to do data visualizations that are more advanced. You can plot 
multiple parameters on multiple charts, allowing you to observe trends over time. 
The notifications page allows you to view/manage the notifications on your farm. You can 
browse by individual site or by the most recent issue. Over time, you can observe trends 
and utilize this information to maximize the effectiveness of farm operations. 
 
The settings tab is where you can personalize your dashboard and change your login 
password. It also allows you to personalize your notifications and manage your system 
from wherever you are. 
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Site Page 
 

Within an individual site page, there are several key aspects to understand for ultimate 
equipment and data management. 

 
Plot – this graph displays the most recent data from the sensors that are transmitting 
acoustically in real-time. Each individual line represents a single sensor within range of 
your aquaHub. The default is to show the last two days of dissolved oxygen. Using the 
drop-down menu at the top left of the graph and the time scales on the top right, you can 
plot different parameters on different timescales. Ex. temperature, salinity, battery, 
sensor tilt etc., over 1 hour, 4 hours, 12 hours, 1 day, 2 days, 1 week, 1 month. 
 

Hub widget – on the top right-hand side of the screen is the hub widget, which shows the 
status of your aquaHub and receiver. The color of the circle around each graphic refers to 
its status. Green is online and working and red is offline and not transmitting. The circle 
around the power plug will turn yellow when the aquaHub is not charging. On the top 
right-hand side of the hub tile there is a graph icon. Click this to view the advanced 
charting page where you can plot hub and receiver parameters over time. 

 
 
 

⚠ 
Attention! Always keep your hub battery percentage above 50% to avoid damaging the battery. If 

the voltage drops too low, you risk damaging the battery permanently. 
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Power Plug – This shows the status of the battery in the aquaHub. It will show 
whether it is charging or not, as well as the current battery voltage and 
percentage. 
aquaHub – This tile provides you with the temperature inside the hub as well as 

the tilt. 
Receiver – This tile provides you with the temperature of the water and the tilt   

of the receiver. 

If you have a weather station connected to your aquaHub, 
you will see all the data on the second page of the hub tile- 
this includes air temperature (°C), barometric pressure (mb), 
wind speed (knots, k/m or m/s) and direction (cardinal 
points or degrees). You can change wind speed units and 
direction on your profile page under the settings tab. The 
chart allows you to observe the wind speed and direction 
over time for the same time scales that are available on the 
main charting page. 

 
The third page on this tile shows data from the AquaDopp 
current profiler if you have a profiler connected to your 
aquaHub. The current profiler graph updates each time the 
aquaHub calls in and generates a snapshot of the current 
speed and direction at each depth, from surface to 85m 
maximum. 

 
 

The statistics page is a visible tile on every site, regardless of 
sensors that are present. This tile is a quick snapshot of the 
temperature and dissolved oxygen minimums and 
maximums for the entire site 
The Farm location page is the final tile in the swiper widget, 
which shows the farm location on a google map image. 
Select the map to bring you to Google Maps, where you can 
see the farm location on a different scale. This GPS location 
is determined by the antennae present on the aquaHub. 
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Site Tile 
 

Each aquaMeasure sensor has its own individual tile 
on the site dashboard. On the top left-hand side, 
there is a small icon indicating the tilt of the sensor in 
the water. Occasionally, this is an indication of a 
sensor on bottom or one caught in a net. It is 
important to pay attention to the orientation. 
You can change the location name of the sensor to identify where the sensor is. When 
deploying multiple sensors, it is a good idea to keep track of their locations based on serial 
number. We recommend you provide this information to the Innovasea customer support 
team to update on your dashboard. When exporting data, this name appears so it is 
important to keep names consistent and simple. 
 
On the top right-hand side of the tile, there is a signal and battery symbol indicating how 
well the receiver hears the sensor and what the battery voltage is. 
 
Each tile will display the most recent information, based on the last time the aquaHub 
pushed data to the cloud or the last downloaded data point. All sensors will display 
temperature and tilt, as well as the main parameter (DO, Salinity, Chlorophyll etc.). 
Dissolved Oxygen sensors have an optional depth sensor that will display if applicable. 
Dissolved oxygen can display in mg/L if a salinity sensor is on site. Alternatively, we can use 
a set value measurement to do the calculation. On the bottom left-hand side of the tile, 
there is an updated section, which indicates the age of the data measurement. This 
updates every time the aquaHub calls in to the server and populates the tiles with new 
data. On the bottom right-hand side, the serial number of the sensor displays. 
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Daily Aggregates View 
 

There are three ways to view sensor data on the site page. The default is tile view, where 
you see an individual tile for each aquaMeasure sensor with the display described above. 
If you change the view to daily aggregates, you will see a table view of the oxygen and 
temperature data aggregated per day for the previous two days. This allows you to view a 
summary of the average dissolved oxygen and temperature per cage, per day. 

 
 
 
 

 
Table View 
 

The third way to view your data on aquaCurrent is with Table View. Table View allows you 
to sort through all the data provided in the tile. Each column is sortable so you can quickly 
see which cages have the highest or lowest values in each data column. This allows you to 
quickly diagnose the status of each sensor within a single site.  
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Setting up Notifications 
 

In the notification settings, you can set alarms to alert you of changing conditions on your 
farm. There are two kinds of notifications – system and environmental. The system 
notifications alert you when there are issues with the equipment (sensors, receiver or 
hub). These are addressable on-site but, in some situations, the equipment returns for 
repair. More details on basic troubleshooting are available in section 5. Our support team 
monitors general system health and will reach out if we see a problem. 

 
The second type of notification is environmental. These alarms notify you of sensor 
measurements that are outside of the range you define. For example, if you want an alert 
when the temperature goes below 0°C, set the range accordingly. Unique alerts for each 
site are also possible, so if one site has historically low or high temperature or dissolved 
oxygen, the conditions of that site can be monitored separately. 
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Tidal Data Service 
 

Tidal data is critical to coastal farm operations and it can now be overlaid on top of  
your most crucial environmental monitoring data. Tides can help farmers observe  
trends between tidal cycles and environmental conditions. Tides bring in  
oxygenated water and work as a flushing mechanism but depending on the farm’s  
orientation this can impact individual cages differently. Having oxygen sensors in  
each cage and knowledge of the tides can help you manage your farm better. Fish  
behavior is also known to change to varying tidal states. Without tidal data –  
changes in behavior may mistakenly be attributed to other factors. Tidal data can  
also help to inform feeding regimes. Due to the tides ability to naturally improve  
dissolved oxygen conditions on a farm, they can provide natural windows of  
oxygenated water and operators can use this regular occurrence to their benefit.   
Having this data easily accessible is vital for efficient and well-informed operations.  
AquaCurrent’s Tidal Data Service integrates data from wwww.worldtides.info 
, and can be customized to use the tidal station of your choice and a preferred Datum  
type. This module is a paid service and needs to be enabled by Innovasea prior to  
being available for use. Once enabled you can plot tide data using the Quick Chart  
or Charts function. Please contact Innovasea for further details. 
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aquaMeasure 
 
The aquaMeasure application is a tool to manage the sensors on your site, update 
firmware, change configuration settings, access and plot logged data. This app uses a 
Bluetooth connection to communicate to sensors, so they must be above water and 
within 10m of the mobile device. 

 

The main page allows you to access the three different sections of the app. 
 
Scan for Sensors – Allows you to see any sensor that is currently in Bluetooth range. You will 
only be able to select sensors that belong to a site that you have access 
to. This is where you update firmware, apply new configurations and 
download data. 
 
My Sensors – Allows you to see the full list of sensors that belong to 
you, organized by site. Here, you can access sensor information without 
being in Bluetooth range. If a sensor requires a firmware update 
(section 4.3) or has a pending configuration (Section 4.3), the update 
notification displays here. You must be in Bluetooth range to perform 
the update. You can also see the record of downloads for any sensor. 
 
Server Reports - This is a summary page for any sensors you have done 
a download for, updated a configuration or completed a firmware 
update on. All reports need to be synced with the server and then the status summary of 
these activities shows here. You can also access downloaded records from here.   
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Logged Records 
 

When you retrieve a logger, connect to it via Bluetooth to see the “Sync Records” button. 
This prompts the sensor to connect and will tell you how many records are available for 
download. Select download to transfer the data to your device. The longer the sensor 
deployment, the longer it takes to sync. Expect ~30,000 records to download/minute; this 
varies based on the individual mobile device and the physical proximity of the two 
devices. Preview the data to see a summary page of the logged information including 
number of records, the data download date, when the records start, and finish and the 
types of records collected. It shows a box plot of the data, as well as gives you the option 
to plot and view a table of the records. It also gives you the option to copy a link to send 
via email as a .CSV. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
  

⚠ 
Attention! Be aware that only the person who downloads the data to their device will be able to re 

access this page. It is important to send the link to all interested parties, so they can access the 
records.  
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aquaHub 
 

The aquaHub application is for the setup of your aquaHub. Here, you manage the hub 
communication method (cell andWi-Fi) and adjust the amount of time between call-ins. 
The application connects to the aquaHub via Bluetooth, but there is also the possibility of 
usingWi-Fi. 
 

Cellular Set up (SIM Card Required) 
Ensure the hub is in an area with good cell coverage for reliable call-ins. SIM cards with 
200 to 300 MB’s of data per month should suffice. 
 
1. Install the aquaHub app on your mobile device and enable Bluetooth. 
2. Open the aquaHub box and plug in the black connector labeled “Power”. 
3. Open the aquaHub app and click “connect” next to the desired aquaHub (s/n: 

6600XX). 
4. Select “Config”. 
5. Scroll to the “Wi-Fi Settings” section and Disable the “Wi-Fi Enable” field. 
6. Scroll down to the “Modem Settings” field and configure as follows: 

a. Modem Enable – Enable 
b. Modem Profile– GL Series (if selecting any other modem profile, please contact 

Innovasea) 
c. Modem APN – APN of desired cellular carrier (provided by user) 
d. APN Username – this is provided by the carrier if required 
e. APN Password – this is provided by the carrier if required 

Scroll to the top, hit “Apply” and ensure you receive the “Successfully WIFI Set-up Completed”. 
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Wi-Fi Setup 
 

Ensure the hub is in an area with good Wi-Fi coverage for reliable call-ins. If using a 
directional antenna, direct it toward the aquaHub and remove any obstructions. 
 
1. Install the aquaHub app on your mobile device and enable Bluetooth. 
2. Open the aquaHub box and plug in the black connector labeled “Power”. 
3. Open the aquaHub app and click “connect” next to the desired aquaHub (s/n: 6600XX). 
4. Select “Config” button. 
5. Scroll to the “Wi-Fi Settings” section and configure as follows: 

i Wi-Fi Enable – Enable 
ii Select server cloud.rtaqua.com   
iii Wi-Fi Security – Select the security type that matches your network 
iv Wi-Fi SSID – Enter your network name 
v Wi-Fi Password – Enter your network password 
vi Wi-Fi IP address – 0.0.0.0 
vii Wi-Fi Network mask - 0.0.0.0 
viii Wi-Fi Gate way - 0.0.0.0 
ix Wi-Fi Band (select appropriate frequency 2.4 GHz, 5GHz or 2.4GHz + 5GHz) 
x Wi-Fi Region (select appropriate region) 

6. Scroll down to the “Modem Settings” and disable the “modem enable” field. 
7. Scroll to the top, hit “Apply” and ensure you receive the “Successfully Complete” 
message. 
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Within the configuration settings, it is possible to change the frequency in which the 
aquaHub connects to the cloud. The highest frequency we recommend is 5 minutes 
however, anywhere from 5 to 15 minutes is typical. If any troubleshooting is required for 
your aquaHub, the option to view the hub log when you connect via Bluetooth is available. 
This text file can be copied and sent to Innovasea Support to resolve any aquaHub errors. 
 

System Maintenance 
 

All System maintenance should be done in a dry, clean area to ensure no damage occurs and 
the sensors remain dry. Maintenance should be completed regularly and ideally adopted into 
standard operating procedures.  

 

Sensor Batteries 
 
aquaMeasure sensors are powered by a D-cell alkaline battery. Battery life varies between 
each sensor and depends on the configuration settings. Sensors that are transmitting 
more frequently will have a shorter lifespan than those transmitting at less frequent 
intervals. 
 
Sensors that are logging only will have the longest battery life. It is important to pay 
attention to the battery life symbol on each aquaMeasure tile and change batteries on 
time, to ensure continuous monitoring. Our batteries have a robust connector design, so 
“off the shelf” D-cell batteries will not work. If you require batteries, please contact 
Innovasea sales department. 
 

Changing Batteries 
 
1. Open the aquaMeasure sensor by twisting the sensor head. 
2. Disconnect battery by pressing on the connector. 
3. Connect a new battery and ensure it “clicks” into place. 
4. Close the aquaMeasure sensor by twisting the sensor head. Seal tightly. 

  

⚠ 
Be sure to mark and dispose of used batteries. Use the battery’s label to record the connection 

date, in order to track battery usage. 

mailto:support@innovasea.com
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Firmware and Configuration Updates 
 

Firmware updates improve how well aquaMeasure sensors perform and are 
periodically released through the aquaMeasure app. In the app, all sensors 
that require a firmware update have a banner. 
Configuration updates are a way to change how sensors are performing, or 
to improve their performance. Innovasea employees set new 
configurations for the user to apply. The following steps explain how to 
update firmware or apply a new configuration. 
 
1. Download and install the latest aquaMeasure app from Google Play or 

App Store. 
2. Start the aquaMeasure app. Make sure your mobile device is within Bluetooth range of 

the sensor. Select “Scan for Sensors” and select the sensor you want to update. If a 
firmware or a configuration update is available, you will see a banner reading “firmware 
update recommended”. If a new configuration is available, you will see a banner that 
reads “New Settings available to apply”. 

3. Always update a pending configuration before updating a sensor’s firmware 
4. If you are using the logging capabilities and you require the logged data, select the “Sync 

Records” button prior to performing the firmware update. Any records on the unit during the 
firmware update will be erased. If you do not require the logged data, please skip this step. 

5. Select “Update Firmware” or the “Apply Config” button. If running version 1 firmware, 
firmware updates may take upwards of 12 minutes per sensor to complete. Once the firmware 
update is complete, a “successfully complete” message under the status bar appears. New 
configurations typically take a couple of minutes to update and once complete, a “successfully 
complete” message appears. 

6. If running a more recent firmware (2 and above), there is a batch update option to update 
firmware and apply configurations on multiple sensors. In the “Scan for Sensors” menu, press 
down on the desired sensor for 2 seconds which will highlight it in blue. Follow this process for 
all sensors that require a firmware or configuration update and then click “Batch Update” in 
the bottom right hand corner of the screen. On the next page a list of all the selected sensors 
will populate, click start to begin the update.  

7. To confirm the success of the sensor update, select the top left menu button in the 
aquaMeasure app and choose “Server Reports”. If you see the blue cloud with a check mark in 
the upper right-hand corner of the sensor tile, you were successful. If you do not see this, 
please check your Wi-Fi or cell connection and select the “Refresh” button in the upper right-
hand corner of the app. 
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Sensor Cleaning 
 
All equipment left underwater for significant periods will experience biofouling. The 
growth of organisms on the various sensors can impact measurements and skew data. It is 
important to remove equipment periodically to clean sensors and remove biofouling. We 
recommend cleaning sensors once every two weeks as a rule and depending on the rate 
of fouling in your area, you may adjust the cleaning frequency to suit your farm. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

⚠ 
Attention! Even a very minor amount of biofouling can impact a sensor reading. It is better to clean 
more often rather than less to ensure accurate sensor readings. 
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aquaMeasure DOT/DOTD 
 

The aquaMeasure includes an optical sensing element that is used to measure the 
dissolved oxygen in the water. In order to ensure measurement performance, periodic 
cleaning of the optical component is necessary. Please see the cleaning instructions 
below. 
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aquaMeasure Salinity 
 

The aquaMeasure SAL has a conductivity sensor that measures the salinity level in the 
water. To ensure optimal measurement performance, periodic cleaning of the sensor is 
necessary. Instructions are in this document. 
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aquaMeasure Chlorophyll 
 

The aquaMeasure CHLA has a chlorophyll sensor that measures the chlorophyll levels in 

the water. To ensure optimal measurement performance, periodic cleaning of the 

sensor is necessary. Instructions are provided in this document. 
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Equipment Storage 
 

If you are removing a system or need to store it before deployment, there are a few 
recommendations for proper storage. Keep all items in a dry storage area at room 
temperature until future use. If this is not possible ensure equipment is kept within the 
working temperature range of the equipment found in section 1. 
 

1. Once you remove all equipment from the water, clean everything thoroughly using the 
cleaning procedures found in section 4.3. 

2. Unplug each sensor before storing to conserve batteries and to stop transmitting and 
logging data. 

3. Disconnect the power cord inside the hub to keep the battery charge for future use. 
4. Unplug the aquaRxm receiver and coil cable for storage. 
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Troubleshooting 
aquaMeasure 

If your aquaMeasure sensor is malfunctioning, there are 
several checks to go through before returning for repairs. 
 

1. Ensure the sensor has a new battery and you are seeing the blue LED heartbeat (flashes 
every 10sec). If you are seeing any other combination of red, green or blue flashes, this 
sensor needs to return for repair. Please note the pattern and request an RMA from the 
Innovasea support staff. 

2. Examine the oxygen patch and look for any peeling, scratches or other damage. Ensure 
the copper ring is secure in place and is clear of most biofouling. If there is extensive 
damage to the oxygen patch, please send it in for repair. 

3. If there is “ERR” where you should see dissolved oxygen values on the sensor tile – return 
the sensor for repair. 

4. If you believe your sensor is transmitting incorrect values, please consult section 5.1.1 and 
follow the steps for a calibration test prior to returning the sensor for recalibration. 
 

Calibration Check 
 
If the values your aquaMeasure sensor is reporting are concerning, the first step is to 
perform a side-by-side comparison in a controlled environment. You will require an 
Innovasea calibration bucket or a custom set-up with materials on hand. The goal is to 
create an environment with air that is completely water saturated (100% humidity). The 
easiest way to do this is to create an airtight environment with a bucket partially filled 
with water. Suspend the sensors in the bucket, submerging only the acoustic ceramic in 
water. The oxygen patch must be measuring the water saturated air. This setup can be 
done with the Innovasea calibration bucket – or replicated on site with similar materials, 
see figure below. 
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1. Remove the sensor you believe is providing incorrect 
measurements and a comparison sensor, one you believe is 
working (optional).  
2. Clean the sensor(s) you will be testing following the cleaning 
procedures in section 4.3 
3. Fill water up to the line marking on the calibration 
container.  
4. Place both sensors in the calibration bucket and use the 
O-rings (provided) to suspend the sensors and create an 

airtight environment. Sensors should just be touching the water. The oxygen patch 
should be in air. Optional – you can use only a single sensor and use the provided plug 
to get the container airtight  

5. It takes about 30 minutes to saturate the air completely if the container is airtight 
6. Leave the sensors for the 30 minutes, open the aquaMeasure application and connect 

to the sensors on the “Scan for Sensors” page. 
7. One at a time (or using two individual mobile phones), find the sensor serial numbers 

in the scan for sensors page and run a diagnostics test by pressing the “Start Button”. 
This provides the current sensor measurements. 

8. Compare the values from each individual sensor. The ambient condition depends on 
the current barometric pressure and temperature referenced to standard pressure 
(101.325 kPa). This variability can cause the sensor to record an ambient condition 
anywhere between 97-103%. If sensors are reading outside of this range – continue to 
section 5.1.2 to use the calibration wizard. If testing an individual sensor, it should 
report within this range. 
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Calibration Wizard 

 
If you have gone through the process outlined in the calibration check and you feel your 
oxygen sensor is still not performing optimally, the next step is to go through the 
calibration wizard to complete a single point OR two-point calibration. Warning! This 
process can negatively impact sensor readings if not performed properly. This process can 
take up to an hour to complete. Please set out enough time to go through each step 
carefully. You will need to be in an area with a Wi-Fi or cellular connection to apply the 
configuration. This set of steps will walk you through the single point calibration – please 
contact Innovasea support for assistance with a two-point calibration. 
 

1. In the aquaMeasure app find the sensor you are looking for in the “Scan for Sensors” 
page. It is very important that you are calibrating the correct serial number. 

2. At the bottom of the page, there should be a button with “calibrate”. Select this option. 
3. The first page will give you an option to perform a single point or two-point calibration, 

select the single point and click begin. 
4. The next page will check if your sensor is ready for calibration. Press continue once the 

page confirms your sensor is ready. The app may prompt you to update your firmware or 
apply configurations before calibration. 

5. The next page retrieves the existing configuration from the sensor. Press continue once 
the button lights up.  

6. On the following page the app will instruct you to set up in the sensor in the calibration 
bucket – either provided by Innovasea or a modified version with materials on hand. 
Ensure the bucket is airtight and the ceramic head is in the water. The oxygen patch 
should not be in water. Once this is set-up, press start timer.  

7. The timer will run for half an hour to allow the water saturated air (100% humidity) 
condition to settle. There is an option to skip the timer, but we do not recommend ever 
skipping the timer unless necessary. If you do not let the sensor sit for the full ½ hour you 
can risk applying a faulty calibration.   

 

 

⚠ 
Attention! This feature is only available for equipment manager users! If you do not have this level 

of permission on your user account, please contact Innovasea support. 
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8. Once the ½ hour is up the sensor will log the information it has just collected. This process 
may take a little while as the calibration must pass certain checks to be successful. If this 
process fails, please try again to calibrate the sensor. If it fails a second time, please 
contact Innovasea support. Once complete, press the continue button.  

9. This page allows you to input the temperature and atmospheric pressure values required 
to complete the calibration. The sensor itself records temperature and we recommend 
you use this value. If you have a recorded temperature on a separate device and wish to 
use that value, press custom and input the value. The atmospheric pressure value is taken 
from the nearest latitude/longitude. Similarly, to temperature you can use the value given 
or input a custom value recorded by a different sensor.  
Once these values have been filled, press the create configuration button. 

10. This will prompt you to the page where the app will sync this configuration to the server. 
It will prompt you the to apply the configuration. Once the new calibration is applied your 
sensor should begin reporting normal values.  

 
 

At this point, calibrations are only available for dissolved oxygen sensors. If you believe a 
different aquaMeasure sensor requires calibrating or that this calibration process has not 
fixed the issue you are experiencing, please contact Innovasea support for assistance. 
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aquaHub and Receiver 
 
If your aquaHub or aquaRxm receiver are not connecting, there are several checks to do 
before returning it for repairs. 
 

1. If the aquaHub is offline – ensure theWi-Fi or Cellular networks are still available. The hub 
requires one of these connections to push the data to the cloud. 

2. Confirm the communication method is still functioning. Using the aquaHub application, 
connect to your hub and get the log file. Send this to Innovasea support for further 
troubleshooting. 

3. If your aquaHub battery is low, connect it to a power source as soon as possible. If the 
battery gets to a certain point, it will enter power save mode and stop transmitting data. If 
it reaches the point where it dies completely, this can permanently damage the battery 
and you will require a new one. 
 

4. aquaHub LED Status  
 

LED Sequence Meaning 

On Power Up 

All On Booting up 

10 green flashes Self test passed  

10 red flashes Self test failed 

While Running 

Red light, 1s flash  Fault 

Blue light, 5s double flash BLE Active 

Blue light, 1s double flash  WiFi Access point active  

Blue light, 1s flash WiFi Client connecting 

Blue light, long flashes  Activity (command processing)  

Green light, 1 sec flashes  AC power good  

Special Occasions 

Green throb before reboot Arm firmware update 

Green, fast blinks after reboot Wireless firmware updating 
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5. If the aquaRxm receiver is offline, check the cabled connection to the aquaHub. In severe 
weather conditions, cables can rip out or experience damage that can interfere with 
communication. 

6. Receivers can also flood if there is any damage to the cable. Remove the receiver from the 
water, check the cable for nicks or cuts and physically shake the receiver and listen for 
water inside. If your receiver is flooded, contact Innovasea support and we can send you a 
replacement. 

 
7. If you are unsure where the problem is, check the wires and connectors inside the box for 

anything loose or appearing to have damage. 
If you are unable to determine the problem or require further assistance, please contact 
Innovasea support to set up an RMA to repair your equipment or to receive a bailment 
unit to keep your system up and running.  
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Applications 
 
If you are having trouble accessing your dashboard or using the aquaMeasure and 
aquaHub applications, please try the following steps. 
 

1. If you forget your password, there is a password reset option on the login page for 
aquaCurrent and aquaMeasure. If you click the “Reset” button you can enter your email to 
get a link to reset your password. 

2. If you are unable to see your sites on your dashboard, contact Innovasea support to gain 
access to the sites you require. 

3. When you “Scan for Sensors” in the aquaMeasure app, you are only able to select on sensors 
that are associated with sites to which you have access. If you require access to specific 
sensors, please contact Innovasea support to manage permissions. 

4. In the “My sensors” page in the aquaMeasure app, sensors will only show up on sites to 
which they are assigned. If you have sensors that are not yet assigned to a specific site, 
please contact Innovasea support to assign sensors. 

5. There are different levels of permissions when it comes to managing the configurations of 
aquaMeasure sensors. If you require permission to edit a configuration to change logging 
intervals and settings, it is required that you be an “Equipment Manager”. If you need 
access to these configurations, please contact Innovasea support. 
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Appendix 
Appendix A – aquaHub and aquaMeasure Spec Sheets 
 
aquaHub + Receiver 
 

aquaHub | Specifications 

Dimensions aquaHub: 254 x305 x 230mm 
MiniRxm: 58 x 305mm + 10m Cable 

 
Power 

DC: 15-25 V 
AC Converter: 110 – 230V (50/60 HZ) 
Solar Panel (Optional) 
Internal rechargeable 5 Ah Lead Acid (VRLA) 

Power Consumption 14mA x 12V 

Communications WLAN: Dual bane IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n (Wi-Fi) 
Cellular module (GSM/GPRS/EDGE/WCDMA) 
Optional Satellite module (Iridium) 

Bluetooth Dual-mode Bluetooth v4.0 

GPS GPS/GLONASS Receiver 

Auxiliary Sensors 1 auxiliary sensor port (RS-485 Port/RS-232) 
1 digital hydrophone port 

Sensors Box temperature & tilt 
Water temperature, MiniRxm tilt 

Hydrophone Multi-channel digital hydrophone (Mini-RX) 

Environmental NEMA-4X, IP66 

Operating Temperature Range -20⁰C to +70⁰C (surface box) 
-5⁰C to +50⁰C (hydrophone) water must not freeze 
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aquaHub II 
 

aquaHub II | Specifications 

Dimensions 10.0 x 7.9 x 5.9“ (254 x 203 x 152mm) 

 
Power 

DC: 15-25 V 
AC Converter: 110 – 230V (50/60 HZ) 
Solar Panel (Optional) 
Internal 5 Ah Nanophosphate® LiFePO4 battery 

Power Consumption 14mA x 12V 

Communications WLAN: Dual bane IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n (Wi-Fi) 
Cellular module (GSM/GPRS/EDGE/WCDMA) 
Optional Satellite module (Iridium) 

Bluetooth Dual-mode Bluetooth v4.0 

GPS GPS/GLONASS Receiver 

Auxiliary Sensors 1 auxiliary sensor port (RS-485 Port/RS-232) 
4 modbus ports (optional) 

Sensors Box temperature & tilt 
Water temperature, MiniRxm tilt 

Hydrophone Optional Multi-channel digital hydrophone (Mini-RX) 

Environmental NEMA-4X, IP66 

Operating Temperature 
Range 

-20⁰C to +70⁰C (surface box) 
-5⁰C to +50⁰C (hydrophone) water must not freeze 
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aquaMeasure DOT(D) 
 

aquaMeasure DOT(D) | Specifications 

 
Dissolved Oxygen 
(Optical Based 
Measurement) 

 

Operational Range (0-150%) 
Resolution (logged data): 0.1% 
Resolution (transmitted data): 0.55% - 1% 
Accuracy ±5%, up to 120%, from 5⁰C to 25 ⁰C 

 

 
Temperature 

 
Operational Range -5⁰C to +35⁰C (water must not freeze) 
Resolution (logged data): 0.01⁰C 
Resolution (transmitted data): 0.1⁰C  
Accuracy ±0.1 ⁰C 
 

 
Tilt  

3D Accelerometer (0⁰ to 180⁰) 
Resolution (logged data): 0.1⁰ 
Resolution (transmitted data): 1⁰ 

 
Depth (optional sensor) 

0 - 100 m (+/- 1.5m) 
Resolution (logged data): 0.1 m 
Resolution (transmitted data): 0.5 m 

Battery Life 6-12 months 

Configuration/Offload Via aquaMeasure App (IOS/Android) 

Real-time Mode Yes (Underwater Communications) 

Logger Mode Yes (Internal Memory) 

Memory 64Mb Flash (1,000,000+ Records) 

Operating Depth Range Up to 100m 

Sensor Dimensions 
Weight Collar 

50 x 274mm 
70 x 80mm 

Weight (Air/Water) 
Weight Collar (Air/Water) 

526g / 154g  
907g / 816g 
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aquaMeasure SAL 
aquaMeasure SAL | Specifications 

Salinity Conductivity Based Measurement (0 – 
40PSU (±0.5PSU)) 

 
Temperature 

-5⁰C to +35⁰C (±0.1⁰) 
Resolution (logged data): 0.01⁰C 
Resolution (transmitted data): 0.1⁰C 

 
Tilt  

3D Accelerometer (0⁰ to 180⁰) 
Resolution (logged data): 0.1⁰ 
Resolution (transmitted data): 1⁰ 

Battery Life 6-12 months 

Configuration/Offload Via aquaMeasure App (IOS/Android) 

Real-time Mode Yes (Underwater Communications) 

Logger Mode Yes (Internal Memory) 

Memory 64Mb Flash (1,000,000+ Records) 

Operating Temperature 
Range 

-5⁰C to +35⁰C (water must not freeze) 

Operating Depth Range Up to 100m 

Sensor Dimensions 
Weight Collar 

64 x 386mm 
99 x 106mm 

Weight (Air/Water) 
Weight Collar 

820g / 300g 
2360g / 2170g  
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aquaMeasure TURB 
aquaMeasure TURB | Specifications 

  

Turbidity 
Optical Back-Scatter Based Measurement (0 – 1500 NTU) 
Resolution (logged data): ±0.1 NTU 
Resolution (transmitted data): ±0.1 NTU 

*Note resolutions are for default gain settings and will vary based on 
setting 

Gain x1 measures 0 – 1500 NTU 
x10 measures 0 – 150 NTU 
x100 measures 0 – 15 NTU (default) 

 
Temperature 

-5⁰C to +35⁰C (±0.1⁰) 
Resolution (logged data): 0.01⁰C 
Resolution (transmitted data): 0.1⁰C 

 
Tilt  

3D Accelerometer (0⁰ to 180⁰) 
Resolution (logged data): 0.1⁰ 
Resolution (transmitted data): 1⁰ 

Battery Life 4-6 months 

Configuration/Offload Via aquaMeasure App (IOS/Android) 

Real-time Mode Yes (Underwater Communications) 

Logger Mode Yes (Internal Memory) 

Memory 64Mb Flash (1,000,000+ Records) 

Operating Temperature 
Range 

-5⁰C to +35⁰C (water must not freeze) 

Operating Depth Range Up to 100m 

Sensor Dimensions 
Weight Collar 

64 x 574mm 
99 x 106mm 

Weight (Air/Water) 
Weight Collar (Air/Water) 

1015g / 600g  
2360g / 2170g 
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aquaMeasure CHL 
 

aquaMeasure CHL | Specifications     

Chlorophyll 

*Note there are two kinds of chlorophyll senso  
– these specifications hold true for both sensor  
but please read the hardware section on the 
chlorophyll sensor to understand the difference 
applications between the two sensor types. * 

Optical Back-Scatter Based Measurement (0 – 500 µg/l) 
Resolution (logged data): ±0.1 µg/l  
Resolution (transmitted data): ±0.5 µg/l 

*Note resolutions are for default gain settings and will vary based on 
setting 

Gain x1 measures 0 – 500 µg/l   
x10 measures 0 – 50 µg/l (default) 
x100 measures 0 – 5 µg/l    

 
Temperature 

-5⁰C to +35⁰C (±0.1⁰) 
Resolution (logged data): 0.01⁰C 
Resolution (transmitted data): 0.1⁰C 

 
Tilt  

3D Accelerometer (0⁰ to 180⁰) 
Resolution (logged data): 0.1⁰ 
Resolution (transmitted data): 1⁰ 

Battery Life 4-6 months 

Configuration/Offload Via aquaMeasure App (IOS/Android) 

Real-time Mode Yes (Underwater Communications) 

Logger Mode Yes (Internal Memory) 

Memory 64Mb Flash (1,000,000+ Records) 

Operating Temperature Range -5⁰C to +35⁰C (water must not freeze) 

Operating Depth Range Up to 100m 

Sensor Dimensions 
Weight Collar 

64 x 574mm 
99 x 106mm 

Weight (Air/Water) 
Weight Collar (Air/Water) 

1015g / 600g  
2360g / 2170g 
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aquaMeasure BGA 
 

aquaMeasure BGA | Specifications 
 

BG Algae Marine 
(Phycoerythrin) 

BG Algae Freshwater 
(Phycocyanin) 

*Note there are two kinds of blue green algae 
sensors – these specifications hold true for 
both sensors but please read the hardware 
section on the blue-green algae sensor to 
understand the difference applications 
between the two sensor types* 

 

Optical Back-Scatter Based Measurement (0 – 
750ppb) 
Resolution (logged data): ±0.1 ppb 
Resolution (transmitted data): ±0.05 ppb 
 
Optical Back-Scatter Based Measurement (0 – 
4500ppb) 
Resolution (logged data): ±1 ppb  
Resolution (transmitted data): ±3 ppb 

*Note resolutions are for default gain settings and will 
vary based on setting 

Gain – BG Algae Marine 

 

Gain BG Algae Freshwater 

x1 measures 0 – 750 ppb   
x10 measures 0 – 75 ppb   
x100 measures 0 – 7.5 ppb (default) 

x1 measures 0 – 4500 ppb   
x10 measures 0 – 450 ppb (default) 
x100 measures 0 – 45 ppb  

 
Temperature 

-5⁰C to +35⁰C (±0.1⁰) 
Resolution (logged data): 0.01⁰C 
Resolution (transmitted data): 0.1⁰C 

 
Tilt  

3D Accelerometer (0⁰ to 180⁰) 
Resolution (logged data): 0.1⁰ 
Resolution (transmitted data): 1⁰ 

Battery Life 4-6 months 

Configuration/Offload Via aquaMeasure App (IOS/Android) 

Real-time Mode Yes (Underwater Communications) 

Logger Mode Yes (Internal Memory) 

Memory 64Mb Flash (1,000,000+ Records) 

Operating Temperature Range -5⁰C to +35⁰C (water must not freeze) 
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Operating Depth Range Up to 100m 

Sensor Dimensions 
Weight Collar 

64 x 574mm 
99 x 106mm 

Weight (Air/Water) 
Weight Collar (Air/Water) 

1015g / 600g  
2360g / 2170g 
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aquaMeasure CDOM/FDOM 
 

aquaMeasure CDOM/FDOM | Specifications 
 

CDOM/FDOM Optical Back-Scatter Based Measurement (0 – 1500ppb) 
Resolution (logged data): ±0.1 ppb  
Resolution (transmitted data): ±1 ppb 

*Note resolutions are for default gain settings and will vary based on 
setting 

Gain x1 measures 0 – 1500 ppb   
x10 measures 0 – 150 ppb (default) 
x100 measures 0 – 15 ppb    

 
Temperature 

-5⁰C to +35⁰C (±0.1⁰) 
Resolution (logged data): 0.01⁰C 
Resolution (transmitted data): 0.1⁰C 

 
Tilt  

3D Accelerometer (0⁰ to 180⁰) 
Resolution (logged data): 0.1⁰ 
Resolution (transmitted data): 1⁰ 

Battery Life 4-6 months 

Configuration/Offload Via aquaMeasure App (IOS/Android) 

Real-time Mode Yes (Underwater Communications) 

Logger Mode Yes (Internal Memory) 

Memory 64Mb Flash (1,000,000+ Records) 

Operating Temperature Range -5⁰C to +35⁰C (water must not freeze) 

Operating Depth Range Up to 100m 

Sensor Dimensions 
Weight Collar 

64 x 574mm 
99 x 106mm 

Weight (Air/Water) 
Weight Collar (Air/Water) 

1015g / 600g  
2360g / 2170g 
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Appendix B – Airmar Weather Station Specification Sheet 
 

Online Link: 
http://www.airmar.com/uploads/brochures/WX-LAND-APP.pdf
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Appendix C – AquaDopp Current Profiler Specification Sheets 
 

Online Link: 
http://www.nortekusa.com/usa/products/current-profilers/aquadopp-current-profiler- brochure 
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Appendix D – Stark Solar Panel 
 

Online Link:  
http://hespv.ca/hesproductspecs/Stark/Stark-ISM-Solar-Modules-R1.pdf 
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Appendix E – Airmar Weather Station User Manual 
 

Online Link: http://www.airmar.com/uploads/InstallGuide/17-61-01.pdf 
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Appendix F – AquaDopp Current Profiler User Manual 
 

Online Link: https://support.nortekgroup.com/hc/en-us/articles/360029839331-The-Comprehensive-
Manual-ADCP 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

https://support.nortekgroup.com/hc/en-us/articles/360029839331-The-Comprehensive-Manual-ADCP
https://support.nortekgroup.com/hc/en-us/articles/360029839331-The-Comprehensive-Manual-ADCP
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Appendix G – Risk Analysis Guidelines 
 
Using the following guidelines for risk assessment an analysis was done on the aquaHub, 
receiver and sensors being used as part of the real-time system. 
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AquaHub and Receiver Risk Analysis 
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AquaMeasure Sensor Risk Analysis 
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